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University of Dayton
Publishing
Our mission is to expand the horizons and opportunities
available to students by integrating the best in English
language teaching and learning with universal values,
social responsibility, and an awareness of global issues.
We believe that education is the foundation of our
society and we are convinced that it is essential for
teachers and schools to innovate and develop in order
to meet the present, and future, demands of changing
world education.
Founded in 2009, University of Dayton Publishing (UDP)
is the result of an alliance between SM, a leading content
publisher, and the University of Dayton, a top-tier
Catholic research university.
UDP offers the best innovative resources in
teaching and learning English as a foreign language.
It integrates print materials, digital resources, and
modern teacher training to form a unique catalog
of products and services that are designed to meet
the needs of both teachers and learners.
In our dual roles as publisher and educational
consultant, we deliver tailor-made solutions to
help schools evaluate new materials, improve
their curriculum design, and integrate the latest
developments and technologies into teaching
and learning.

What We Offer
• Professional development for English teachers
• Innovative English Language Teaching (ELT),
Content Language Integrated Learning (CLIL),
and Language Arts publications
• Teacher’s resources and reference materials
• Interactive digital books and virtual learning
environments

University Credentials
UDP is closely affiliated with the University of Dayton,
one of the most respected Catholic universities in the USA.
Founded in 1850, the University prepares students and
teachers for both life and work, promoting the values
of strong communities and leadership through service to
others. Close links to the University of Dayton mean that
robust educational and social values can be seen in all
our products and services.
Following the University’s example and academic
principles, UDP produces materials that both improve
the teaching of English and aid the development of
personal attributes that will help learners in the future.
In collaboration with the University, UDP offers face-toface and online teacher training through international
ELT events in Latin America, the on-campus Summer
Educational Exchange @ Dayton (SEED) for Teachers,
and our fully online Teacher Education Program (TEP).
For more information, visit go.udayton.edu/udel

Developing English
Improving Lives
UDEL — University of Dayton English Language Institute
The UDEL Institute is your gateway to a wide range of
teacher development and student language programs
at the University of Dayton.

If you are looking for more intensive study, the graduate
certificate in TESOL Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages for developing teachers is an option.

Its mission is to support English language teaching and
learning initiatives in the Americas and around the world,
and help you access all the educational opportunities at
the University of Dayton.

The University of Dayton and UDP are connected in their
joint commitment to furthering education in the global
context and supporting the development of educational
values internationally.

Key initiatives include the TESOL (Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages) Certificate and SEED
(Summer Educational Exchange @ Dayton), for both
teachers and students.

For more information, visit go.udayton.edu/udel
Contact: udel@udayton.edu
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UDEL

Teacher Training
TEFL

Teaching English as a Foreign Language
(Certificate Program)

Student Education Programs
SEED: Students

Summer Educational Exchange @ Dayton
for Students
The Summer Educational Exchange Program for
Students at the University of Dayton introduces English
language learners to US American culture and develops
English oral and written communication skills.
A three-week intensive English program every
July offers:
•
•
•
•

Class time and coursework
Cooperative learning project
Hands-on activities
An authentic US university experience

go.udayton.edu/udel

Entrepreneurship 101
Summer Program

Designed for high school and college students, this
summer program offers a blend of academic and
hands-on learning centered on entrepreneurship,
including the ideation process, the Lean Canvas Model,
and elevator pitches, all while experiencing life as a UD
student and exploring the local Dayton community.
As part of this program, students receive three hours of
college credit, which may be transferred to any college
or university. They also gain a global perspective and
can interact with students from around the world.
Students must be able to demonstrate some level of
English proficiency through a test of English Language
Proficiency (IELTS, TOEFL, etc.) or based on their high
school or university English grades.
For more information, visit www.udayton.edu/apply/
undergraduate/hsprograms/entrepreneurship-101.php

The UDEL TEFL Certificate program is an immersive
training program, enabling ELT professionals in
Latin America to gain certification in the instruction
of English as a foreign language.
The 160-hour program combines a blended format
with a series of in-person and online course modules
and observations. Study builds on teachers’
classroom experience and education through
reflective practice within a community of learners
to develop teaching excellence.
With multiple entry points, flexibility of access,
and faculty support from one of the top-tier
research universities in the US, the UDEL TEFL
Certificate is the next step for teachers to further
their professional goals.
go.udayton.edu/udel

TESOL

Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages (Graduate Certificate Program)
Teachers with Bachelor’s degrees can also gain
a graduate certificate in TESOL through UD. The
focus of the program is on teaching English as
an additional language in K–12 schools, language
institutes, and adult education settings around
the world.

SEED: Teachers

Summer Educational Exchange @ Dayton
for English Language Teachers
Prepares teachers to expand their competencies
through hands-on training, skills development,
and reflection. The two-week intensive program
every July offers:
•
•
•

Reading and Discussion Seminars
Methodology Workshops
Training of Trainer course

go.udayton.edu/udel
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Children and young people
studying today are growing
up in a globalized world
where English can open doors
and transcend borders.
At University of Dayton Publishing, we
understand that educational institutions need
to provide competitive English language
programs that not only satisfy official curriculum
requirements but also offer students the
opportunity to reach higher levels of English
language proficiency and multiculturalism.

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

Fly High is a three-year school achievement program,
designed to meet the specific needs of individual
educational institutions. After holistically evaluating
each school’s current English program, Fly High works
together with the school to set short- and long-term
goals. Based on these goals, Fly High specialists
create and implement an action plan which includes
an English program, ongoing teacher training, and
the support the school needs to create an environment
that encourages the use of English. Yearly evaluations
ensure accountability and progress.

1. Diagnostic

Help your students to fly high in English!
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Experiential E-learning
The best teachers never stop learning.
This is why University of Dayton Publishing
created the Teacher Education Program (TEP).
TEP offers online learning opportunities to
help teachers develop professionally and
enhance their students’ learning experience.

TEP’s interactive, online courses are designed with
teachers’ needs and timetables in mind. They allow
for a range of time commitments and provide
different degrees of support.
Our tutor-led courses follow a fixed timetable and
provide support from highly experienced teacher
trainers. Participants share ideas with a community
of other dedicated professionals from around
the world.
Our self-study courses can be taken at any time and
have no fixed start date. Participants work through
resources at their own pace and demonstrate their
understanding through interactive exercises.
All our courses use responsive online activities
which feature theoretical input and interactive
exercises. They promote reflection and encourage
participants to adopt new approaches to teaching,
and to try out new techniques in their classrooms.
For more information about start dates
and requirements for the Teacher Education
Program, please go to http://www.udpglobal.com
To register for a TEP course, please contact
udp_admin@udaytonpublishing.com
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

The Specialized English Teacher Training
(SETT) tutor-led courses are designed
specifically to help in-service teachers of
English become specialists in their chosen
educational context.

In each six-week module, the online, international
community of teachers is led by an expert
teacher trainer. Together they explore their own
experience, learn best practice and theory, and
then apply their new knowledge.

English for the Classroom
Development of classroom language for the
teaching of English.

L2 Literacy
Key pedagogical principles for teaching reading
and writing skills in a second language.

Children as Language Learners
Theory and practice on how to support children’s
natural language learning process.

Teaching Preschool
and Primary Children
Practical tools and techniques for teaching
young children.

Assessment: Preschool
and Primary Children

Teaching Teenagers
Key concepts and practical techniques for the
teaching of students at this unique stage of
development.

Assessment: Teenagers
Creation and implementation of formative
assessment tools.

CLIL, Bilingualism
and Multilingualism
Introduction to bilingual teaching using a CLIL
approach.

CLIL: How to Teach Science
Techniques for integrating the teaching of science
and English.

CLIL: How to Teach Arts & Crafts
Techniques for integrating the teaching of art
and English.

Suggested minimum language requirement: B1

Selection and implementation of age-appropriate
assessment tools.
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The IntroELT courses offer teachers
and school administrators an
introduction to the key principles
of English Language Teaching.
These self-study courses allow participants the
flexibility to study when and wherever they are.
All of the six modules are based on the principles
of experiential learning, with participants drawing
on their previous experience as teachers or as
learners. Each module requires five hours of study
and can be started on any day.

The six modules of these three courses are
the following:

There are three courses, aimed at teachers working
in three levels of basic education:

Classroom Management

IntroELT: K
Delivered in Spanish for kindergarten teachers
or school administrators.

IntroELT: PreK–3
For teachers of preschool to grade 3 of primary.
Suggested minimum language requirement: B1

IntroELT: 4–12
For teachers of grade 4 of primary to grade 12
of high school.
Suggested minimum language requirement: B1

Introduction to the Teaching of English
Understanding of the characteristics of students
and awareness of key teaching strategies.

Development of classroom language and effective
routines.

Reading and Writing Skills in English
Techniques for instilling or developing reading
and writing skills in English language learners.

Presenting and Practicing
the English Language
Creation of opportunities for practice, production,
and experiential English learning.

Using Songs and Games to Motivate
Students
Exploration of the best uses of songs and games
for presenting English and motivating students.

Projects and Evaluation in the
English Class
Strategies for evaluating students and developing
their learning potential through projects.
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

NEW for 2018
English for Teachers (E for T)
is a tutor-supported online
program for experienced
English teachers who want to
understand the key aspects of
the language that corresponds
to levels A1, A2, B1, and B2
of the Common European
Framework of Reference.
Responsive, interactive tasks and expert tutors
guide teachers as they deepen their knowledge
and understanding of the language, then discover
the best ways of creating lessons which motivate
and support student learning.
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Introducing a Major New
Partnership between
and
University of Dayton Publishing
and Zaner-Bloser have joined
forces to give teachers and
students across Latin America
the opportunity to cover the
Common Core State Standards
for Language Arts in their
English classrooms.
Together, our aim is to provide an
unprecedented selection of resources
based on tried-and-tested methodologies
and learning technology.
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About Zaner-Bloser
Zaner-Bloser—part of the Highlights family of companies—
specializes in flexible, customizable solutions in both print
and digital formats to help 21st century students to read,
write, and comprehend new words.
Teachers around the world use curricula and resources
from Zaner-Bloser to inspire lifelong learning in their
students and to achieve improved results in their
classrooms.
The company has supported educators since 1895,
developing its materials through years of research,
experience, and feedback.

See Language Arts on page 58

ALLIANCES

Our Mutual Objectives
University of Dayton Publishing
and Zaner-Bloser are committed to:
1

Providing educational technology
solutions that support teachers and
students.

2

Offering the resources to inspire students
to become lifelong learners.

3

Promoting the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS).

4

Encouraging a love of words and
fostering reading, writing, and vocabulary
development.
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Web & Digital Resources
UDP Global is a Learning
Management System (LMS) that
provides students and teachers alike
with access to our digital course
books and the variety of interactive
activities, multimedia, and teachers’
resources that accompany our series.
In addition, it offers teachers easy-to-use tools that
will allow them to communicate with students, assign
tasks, track learners’ scores, and monitor overall
progress.

Seven Ways the UDP Global
Platform Works for You:
1. Registration: Efficient, with fewer clicks.
2. Easy to use: Comfortable and intuitive navigation.
3. Downloadable content: Download only the content
you need. Work on it later without an internet
connection.
4. Multi-device compatibility: Compatible with
Windows, iOS, and Android
5. Fast content uploading: Upload your own content
quickly and efficiently.
6. Differentiated instruction: Personalize your students’
learning experiences.
• Assign and track interactive activities.
• Create personalized tasks for your students
according to their learning pace.
7. Management Module: School administrators can use
this tool to create course reports every week, every
month, or for the full academic year.
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DIGITAL PLATFORMS

UDP access is a digital
Learning Management System
(LMS) that helps teachers
and learners move into a 21st
century model of education.
The system offers a variety of easy-to-use
tools that allow teachers to access all course
components digitally, communicate with
students, assign tasks, track learners’ scores,
and monitor overall progress.
Using state-of-the-art technology with
sound pedagogical credentials, teachers
can offer a blended approach to language
learning at all levels and ages.

Key Features
• Use UDP access on a range of devices: interactive
whiteboards, computers, tablets, and cell phones.
• User-friendly for different age groups.
• A safe online environment for students to access
digital materials.
• Web 2.0 tools enable collaborative creative work such
as wikis and forums.

Technology now plays an important part
in English language teaching (ELT) and
teacher development. Recent advances
have taken online and digital resources
to a whole new level.
Web Resources

UDP Online website is a resource center of digital books,
test generators, and photocopiable worksheets—free
materials to help your lessons go further.

Digital Books

Containing all the materials in the printed student’s
books, use the free digital books on your interactive
whiteboard to zoom in on activities, play the audio, or
personalize the material with your own notes, images,
and links.

Test Generator

Making it easier for teachers to select ready-to-print
tests, or create their own, for their students.
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Explore
Our Courses
PRESCHOOL
Power Pets 2nd edition

The series designed to help learners start out
in English and explore universal values.

PAGE

Happy Charms

A three-level preschool series that will bring joy
and playfulness to your classroom.

PAGE

Little Trails

Helping preschool students to enjoy using English
as they develop basic communicative skills.

PAGE

Toy Box 2.0

Give children the best start in life as they learn
and enjoy English.

PAGE

Smarty

Encourages meaningful language learning through
purposeful interaction.

PAGE

Comet

Use English to explore new topics and develop skills
for working together as a group.

PAGE

Go-Getters

PAGE

6 Levels

An inspiration series based on a group
of comic book friends.

Trails Plus

An exciting new way to explore English.

3 Levels

3 Levels

3 Levels

3 Levels

20
22

24
26

PRIMARY
6 Levels

6 Levels

6 Levels

Imagine 2.0
6 Levels

Updated and improved for five-plus hours
of English classes a week.

30
32

34

PAGE

36

PAGE

38

PRIMARY CLIL
Key Science

Cover all the key content areas for science,
using English as the language of learning.

PAGE

Key Arts & Crafts

Covers all the key content areas for the arts curriculum
from grades 1 to 6.

PAGE

6 Levels

6 Levels
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40
42

MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL
Crossover Intro & Plus

The series that helps students to appreciate
the world outside the classroom.

PAGE

Crossover Higher

Developing English proficiency and preparing high school
students for the world outside the classroom.

PAGE

American On Course

Develops key skills and encourages all students to become
more responsible for their own learning.

PAGE

i-World

Teenage learners express their ideas, apply their
experience, and explore the world around them.

PAGE

Prep for Life

The communicative course that prepares students for
higher education and work.

PAGE

A reading readiness program with children’s literature
at its heart.

PAGE

The program that prepares young children for handwriting
ahead of kindergarten.

PAGE

Strategies for Readers™

A comprehensive program for grades K−6, built
on the foundation of social-emotional learning.

PAGE

Strategies for Writers™

Helping students succeed as effective writers
in the 21st century.

PAGE

Comprehensive instruction on American English word
spelling for grades K−8.

PAGE

A complete program to teach students new vocabulary
and improve comprehension.

PAGE

Grades 3−8

Grammar, Usage,
and Mechanics

Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics teaches students critical
skills for successful writing.

PAGE

Focus on the foundational literacy skill that
is proven to accelerate learning.

PAGE

My World Learner’s
Dictionary

Helps primary and secondary students check essential
vocabulary in key content areas.

PAGE

World Book

A premium educational website containing
age-appropriate resources.

PAGE

4 Levels

3 Levels

6 Levels

6 Levels

4 Levels

46
48

50
52

56

LANGUAGE ARTS
Hickory Dickory Dock /
Happily Ever After™
Grades Pre-K 1 and 2

ABC 123 Just For Me!™
Grade Pre-K

Grades K−6

Grades K−6

Spelling Connections™
Grades K−8

Word Wisdom™

Grades 2−8

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting™
Grades K−6

60

64
68
72

76
78

80

82

REFERENCE
86
88
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Learning Paths and the UDP Catalog
In order to ensure continuity as students move from preschool to primary
or from primary to secondary, UDP series fit together seamlessly to enable
students to achieve maximum results.

PRESCHOOL

PRIMARY

NEW

HOURS
PER WEEK

NEW

NEW

1 to 3
hours

3 to 4
hours

5 to 10
hours

For Preschool

16

DI NESS

R E A D I NG R E A

DI NESS

NEW

Bilingual
10+
hours

R E A D I NG R E A

For Primary and Middle School

With you every
step of the way
MIDDLE SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL

Online
Resources

University of Dayton Publishing and Zaner-Bloser have joined
forces to give teachers and students across Latin America the
opportunity to cover the Common Core State Standards for
Language Arts in their English classrooms. Together, our aim
is to provide an unprecedented selection of resources based
on tried-and-tested methodologies and learning technology.
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Preschool
Giving the youngest learners
the best start in life in English.
Our courses are designed to help young learners play,
express themselves, and learn in English.

Common European Framework

A1

Power Pets 2nd edition

A2
PAGE

20

The series designed to help learners start
out in English and explore universal values.

Happy Charms

A1

A2

NEW

PAGE

22

A three-level preschool series that will bring
joy and playfulness to your classroom.

A1

A2

Little Trails

PAGE

24

Helping preschool students to enjoy using English
as they develop basic communicative skills.

A1

Toy Box 2.0

A2

Give children the best start in life as they learn
and enjoy English.

Reference Materials

Relevant Online Teacher Training

• My World Learner’s Dictionary

•
•
•
•
•

(See page 85)

PAGE

26

(See pages 7 and 8)

IntroELT: K (in Spanish)
IntroELT: PreK−3
Children as Language Learners
Teaching Preschool and Primary Children
Assessment: Preschool and Primary Children
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3 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • A1

Power Pets

2nd Edition

Elizabeth Ruiz Burton-Brown, Lisa Uribe Taylor

The series that helps learners
start out in English and explore
universal values.
Say hello to Diggy Dog, Kitty Cat,
and Marty Mouse. They help students
develop everyday language and
communication skills, with a focus
on interpersonal relationships,
mathematical thinking, environmental
awareness, and artistic appreciation
and expression.
Power Pets 2nd Edition offers an engaging
way to learn through:
Personal experience
Social interaction
Songs and rhymes
Meaningful stories

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book & CD
Power Pad

Teacher’s Guide
Adventure Book
Posters
Flashcards
Class CD

Power Pets 2nd Edition Online
Multimedia resources make learning more fun for young learners
•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards

•

Lots of additional interactive activities

•

Downloadable Teacher’s Resources

Delivered through

20

(See page 13)

PRESCHOOL

High quality photographs
make Power Pets an
engaging resource for
young children.

Simple phonics activities allow
students to identify initial
sounds and make the link with
the corresponding letters.

Cute Power Pets characters
teach universal values.
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3 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • A1

Happy Charms

NEW

Sarah Fash & Steven Grijalva

A three-level preschool series
that will bring joy and playfulness
to your classroom.
Happy Charms encourages critical thinking
and independent learning. It increases
students’ confidence and facilitates the
expression of ideas, thoughts, and feelings,
while developing all four skills. Strategies
and tips are included in the Teacher’s Guide
to facilitate learning.
Students develop social-emotional skills through
focus on five core competencies:
Self-awareness
Responsible decision-making
Relationship skills
Social awareness
Self-management

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book
Activity Pad

Teacher’s Guide
Class CD
Big Book
Flashcards

Happy Charms Online
Step into the virtual learning environment for students and teachers
•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards

•

Additional interactive activities

•

Animated stories with audio

•

Digitalized Teacher’s Guide and customizable monthly planners

•

Downloadable Teacher’s Resources

•

App for online and offline use.

Delivered through
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(See page 12)

PRESCHOOL

A social-emotional value
is presented in each unit.
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Unit 1

10

A balance of four
skills. This includes
extended speaking and
phonics (sounds) or
pronunciation activities,
and fine and gross motor
skills practice.

• Look

U1.indd 10
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3 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • A1

Little Trails
Nicole Michaels

Helping preschool students
to enjoy using English as
they develop basic
communicative skills.
Little Trails helps learners develop
their skills and explore language
through fun activities. Enjoyment
and engagement are key as students
are guided from controlled to freer
practice.
Follow the trails and find:
Entertaining topics
Fun songs and stories
Communicative activities
Creative group projects and cutouts
Review games for consolidation

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Activity Book with Cutouts

Teacher’s Guide
Story Book
Fact Book
Class CD

Little Trails Online
Step into the virtual learning environment for students and teachers
•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards

•

Additional interactive activities

•

Digitalized Teacher’s Guide

•

App for online and offline use

Delivered through
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(See page 12)

PRESCHOOL

Full-color Activity Book
with engaging illustrations
and photographs.

Age-appropriate
prewriting activities.

Simple cutout pages for
vocabulary practice and games.
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3 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • A1

Toy Box

2.0

Diana Jones

Give children the best start in life
as they learn and enjoy English.
Toy Box 2.0 enables young learners
to acquire English naturally through
story- and content-based themes
that reflect the preschool curriculum.
Activities develop prereading and
prewriting communication skills,
an awareness of numbers, and an
appreciation of nature, science, and art.
With Toy Box 2.0 learners:
Feel comfortable using the language
Interact meaningfully with others
Develop essential communication skills
Develop intercultural awareness

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book & CD
Activity Book

Teacher’s Guide
Big Book
Posters
Flashcards
Class CD

Toy Box 2.0 Online
Take the learning process further and develop digital competencies with:
•

Interactive activities, animated songs, and stories

•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards

•

Downloadable resources for assessment and progress checking

•

Interactive posters and flashcards

Delivered through
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(See page 13)

PRESCHOOL

Literature-based units based on
stories in the Big Book expose
students to new language in context.

Lucy has a great big dog.
It has long white hair.
19

Content-based units revolve
around a thematic poster.

Phonics lessons help students
learn to identify and reproduce
initial sounds.
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Primary

Still young, but more to explore…
with English, the language of
imagination.
As they grow, learners can use English in many different
ways to learn new subjects.
Common European Framework

Smarty
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Use English to explore new topics and develop
skills for working together as a group.
ent’s

The series offers:
a rich variety of
• A Reader containing children’s literature and
beautifully illustrated texts.
meaningful informative
to, and practice of,
• Repeated exposure
sounds, and letters.
language patterns,
for
interactive activities
• Songs, games, and
oral and written practice.
and cross-curricular
• Creative group projects
material.
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An inspirational new series based on a group
of comic-book friends.

A1

Trails Plus

A2

B1

B2
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An exciting new way to discover English.

A1

Imagine 2.0

A2

B1

B2
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A content- and literature-based series that teaches
English and develops 21st century skills.

PRIMARY CLIL

Common European Framework

A1

Key Science

A2

B1

B2
PAGE
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Covers all the key content areas for science,
using English as the language of learning.

A1

Key Arts & Crafts

A2

B1

B2

Covers all the key content areas for the arts
curriculum.

Reference Materials

Relevant Online Teacher Training

• My World Learner’s Dictionary
• World Book Kids
• World Book Students

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(See page 85)

• World Book Discover

PAGE

42

(See pages 7 and 8)

IntroELT: PreK-3/IntroELT: 4−12
English for the Classroom
Children as Language Learners
Teaching Preschool and Primary Children
Assessment: Preschool and Primary Children
L2 Literacy
CLIL: How to Teach Arts and Crafts
CLIL: How to Teach Science
CLIL: Bilingualism and Multilingualism
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6 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • A1

Smarty

NEW

Jane Howes, Peter Loveday, Michele Guerrini,
Izabella Hearn, Lois May

Encourages meaningful language
learning through purposeful
interaction.
Smarty offers a comprehensive approach
by alternating between fiction-based and
content-based introductory texts. It develops
all four skills and it is underpinned by social
values. Its components are integrated in a way
that provides an easy-to-follow, holistic course
for teachers and students.
Smarty combines the latest learning methodologies
and provides:
Curricular flexibility
Content, communication, cognition,
and culture—the 4 Cs of CLIL
Individual and group work to increase learning
efficiency, autonomy, and personal initiative

For Teachers at each level
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•

Downloadable worksheets

•

Digitalized Teacher’s Guide (English and Spanish)

•

App for online and offline use

Delivered through
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PRIMARY

A fictional or factual text
introduces the unit theme.

3

y
F in d Y o u r W a
ut…
I think this text is abo
.
store. c. a treasure
a. a cave. b. a toy

Wow! That’s
exciting!

Yes, then people find
a
it. My brother finds
treasure, too.

Each unit deals with a
different theme, language
function, vocabulary, and
grammatical structures.

2

.
A Listen and read

TRACK 18

What’s that?

Does he have a
treasure map?

Yes, and he has
a compass.

1

her.
It’s a box for my brot
new sport.
Geocaching is his
box
a
in
sure
trea
a
He puts
box.
and then hides the

C Look an
d say

Does he find gold
in the box?

what’s wron

g.

HELLO
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No, he doesn’t. The
but it
a prize in the box,
ve.
ensi
isn’t exp
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Modern design aimed
at primary students.

ACTIVITIES
1 Draw what’s missing. Then match the words to the pictures.

a. antennae b. bee c. butterfly d. ant e. ladybug f. honey g. fly
178627_SMAR

TY_St5_p0

06-p011_u0.ind
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11
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Activities focus on the new
language and develop
communication skills.

2 Match the questions to the correct answers. Then color.

a. Where do ladybugs walk?
b. Where do bees eat?
c. Where do ants live?

Images attract attention
and establish a
meaningful context.

d. What do flies eat?

20
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6 LEVELS • AMERICAN & BRITISH ENGLISH • A1

Comet

Michele Guerrini, Izabella Hearn, Lois May,
Jane Howes, and Peter Loveday

Use English to explore new topics
and develop skills for working
together as a group.
With Comet students use English to
learn about the world around them. An
introductory unit sets the scene. Then
students develop their English through four
story-based units and four content-based
units that cover science, math, social studies,
and language arts.
The series gives young learners:
Step-by-step language development
Extensive skills practice and recycling
Use of English to explore other school subjects
Exposure to universal human values

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book
Multi-ROM
Activity Book

Teacher’s Guide
Posters
Flashcards
Class CD

Comet Online
Multimedia resources for teachers
•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards at every level

•

Multi-level worksheets

•

Word cards

Delivered through

32

(See page 13)

PRIMARY

The focus of each
unit alternates between
content-based and
fiction-based texts.

Themes are introduced
by building on prior
knowledge and
stimulating thinking skills.

Texts are visually and linguistically
scaffolded to aid comprehension
and develop confidence.

Colorful pages and detailed artwork
capture students’ attention.

Activities provide practice
of new language and improve
comprehension skills.

33

6 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • A1 & A2

Go-Getters

NEW

Angela Llanas, Libby William, Jessie-Belle Salas,
Jeremy Edgar, Sarah Jane Lewis

An inspirational new series, based on
a group of comic-book friends.
Go-Getters promotes social and cultural
awareness and develops students’ capabilities
in and knowledge of everyday situations. It also
encourages critical thinking and independent
learning, increases students’ confidence, and
facilitates the expression of ideas, thoughts,
and feelings.
The series encourages students’ learning by combining:
The latest learning methodologies
Communicative situations
Independent learning
Social-emotional values

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book
Workbook

Teacher’s Guide
Class CD
Flashcards

Go-Getters Online
Step into a virtual learning environment for students and teachers
•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards

•

Additional interactive activities

•

Downloadable mixed-ability worksheets

•

Digitalized Teacher’s Guide (English and Spanish)

•

Downloadable resources for international exam practice

•

App for online and offline use

Delivered through

34

(See page 12)

PRIMARY

A modern, comic-book design
based around age-appropriate
characters.

Say, Relate, and Explore classes
to develop all four skills and
encourage both individual
and group work.

A variety of meaningful activities
presented in context.
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6 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • A1 & A2

Trails Plus
Zoë Tysoe, Nicole Michaels,
Jeremy Edgar, Eloise Vivanco

An exciting new way to explore English.
With a focus on natural social interaction,
critical thinking skills, and a syllabus where
language is constantly recycled, Trails Plus
encourages an active role in the learning
process. The series achieves this through
individual, pair, group, and project work.
Taking primary students through levels
A1 and A2 with a focus on:
Learning through literature
Language patterns, sounds, and letters
Songs, games, and interactive activities
Group projects and a cross-curricular focus

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book
Reader
Workbook
Multi-ROM

Teacher’s Book
Class CD

Trails Plus Online
Step into a virtual learning environment for students and teachers
•

Interact with your students and monitor their progress online

•

Digital Books on interactive whiteboards

•

Additional interactive activities

•

Downloadable resources for international exam practice
(Cambridge Starters, Movers, and Flyers exams)

•

Digitalized Teacher’s Guide and Workbook Teacher’s Edition

•

App for online and offline use

Delivered through
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(See page 12)

PRIMARY

The Trails Plus Reader presents
new language within familiar
and academic contexts.

Language Trail and Learning Trail
pages provide controlled and freer
practice presented in the context
of the Reader.

Lively images that
children can relate to.
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6 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • A1−B1

Imagine

2.0

Jin E. Zeter, Mari Carmen Vaquero,
Angélica Sánchez de la Barquera,
Anita Heald, Soreim Villagrán Paz

A content- and literature-based series
that teaches English and develops
21st century skills.
Imagine 2.0 helps learners to communicate
in a variety of contexts. The series
focuses on content-based activities, skills
development, communicative activities,
meaningful exposure to English, social
awareness, and universal values.
See what you can achieve when you give your
students a range of contexts that include:
Interesting stories and literature
Informative content area topics
Communicative activities
Social awareness

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book
Reader
Activity Book

Teacher’s Guide
Posters with Cutouts
Class CD

Imagine 2.0 Online
The virtual learning environment for students and teachers
•

Interactive activities for extra practice

•

External website links and international exam preparation

•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards

•

Interactive posters and animated stories

Delivered through

38

(See page 13)

PRIMARY

Read and Think sections
introduce new language
through content-based
texts and develop
literary skills.

Speak and Write sections
guide students toward oral
and written production.

Look and Learn sections give context
to the new language and provide
controlled and freer practice.
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6 LEVELS • AMERICAN & BRITISH ENGLISH • A1−B1

Key Science
Cover all the key content areas for
science, using English as the language
of learning.
Key Science offers everything teachers need to
make the subject come alive in class. The units
progress smoothly, and the background subject
information for teachers allows learners to be
fully prepared. The topics also “grow up” so
students stay interested in each topic as they
get older.
The series enables you to focus on:
Key competencies
Continuous recycling
Communicative skills
Cooperative work
Personal autonomy

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Guide

Key Science Online
Multimedia resources for teachers
•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards at every level

•

Downloadable worksheets

Delivered through

40

(See page 13)

PRIMARY

Wide-ranging content covers
all aspects of the curriculum.

41

6 LEVELS • AMERICAN & BRITISH ENGLISH • A1-B1

Key Arts
& Crafts
Covers all the key content areas
for the arts curriculum from
grades 1 to 6.
Give young learners an enjoyable
route into English, with themes that
become more complex through the
levels. From My Body, Animals, and
Landscapes, to The Start of a New
Era, Art Geniuses, and Advancing in
Time, Key Arts & Crafts follows the
changing interests and skills
of your students.
The series supports both successful
learning and teaching through:
An emphasis on communication
Clearly structured progression
Constant recycling and consolidation
A variety of activity types

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Guide
Class CD

Key Arts & Crafts Online
Multimedia resources for teachers
•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards at every level

•

Downloadable holiday worksheets

Delivered through

42

(See page 13)

PRIMARY

Practical and dynamic
activities keep students
engaged.

Music and art are combined
to help students explore
the topics.

43

Middle &
High School
Growing up… and ready to reach out
to the world in English.
Now in their teens, learners are curious about the wider
world. Give them the resources to do this in English.
Common European Framework

A1

Crossover Intro & Plus

A2

B1

B2
PAGE

46

The series that helps students to appreciate
the world outside the classroom.

A1

Crossover Higher

A2

B1

B2
PAGE

48

Preparing high school students for the world
outside the classroom in English.

A1

American On Course

A2

B1

B2
PAGE

50

Develops key skills and encourages all students
to become more responsible for their own learning.

A1

i-World

A2

B1

B2
PAGE

52

Teenage learners express their ideas, apply their
experience, and explore the world around them.

A1

Prep for Life

A2

B1

B2

The communicative course that prepares students
for higher education and work.

Reference Materials

(See page 85)
•
•
•
•

My World Learner’s Dictionary
World Book Kids
World Book Students
World Book Discover

PAGE

56

Relevant Online Teacher Training
(See pages 7 and 8)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IntroELT: 4−12
English for the Classroom
Teaching Teenagers
Assessment: Teenagers
CLIL: How to Teach Arts and Crafts
CLIL: How to Teach Science
CLIL: Bilingualism and Multilingualism
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4 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • A2−B1

Crossover
Intro & Plus

Hilda Curwen, Marian Day, Susana Pontón

The series that helps students to
appreciate the world outside the
classroom.
Crossover Intro & Plus promote the
acceptance of all cultures, socioeconomic
situations, ages, races, opinions, and beliefs.
A respect for life, dignity, and the rights
of others are also key themes, as well as a
focus on modern-day global issues such as
the environment and technology.
Stimulating independent thinking and
meaningful learning through:
A broad variety of content and literature topics
Comprehensive treatment of grammar and functions
Continuous opportunities for project work
A full English-English glossary with translation

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book
Workbook
Multi-ROM
Reader

Teacher’s Guide
Class CD

Crossover Online
Step into a virtual learning environment for students and teachers
•

Interact with your students and monitor their progress online

•

Digital Books on interactive whiteboards

•

Additional interactive activities

•

Downloadable resources for international exam practice (Cambridge PET exam)

•

Digitalized Teacher’s Guide and Workbook Teacher’s Edition

•

App for online and offline use

Delivered through
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(See page 12)

MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL

Stimulating Reader
texts present language
in context and lead to
meaningful practice.

The Reading page contains while- and
after-reading questions that are directly
related to the text in the Reader.

Vocabulary tips and activities
help students remember new
vocabulary from the unit.

Units provide students with
detailed language input
relating to each topic.

47

3 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • B2

Crossover
Higher
Anita Heald, Lysette Taplin, Ivor Williams

Developing English proficiency and
preparing high school students for the
world outside the classroom.
The respect for life, dignity, and the rights of
others continues to be a core focus in Crossover
Higher. Students explore global issues—the
environment, technology, and society—in more
detail and are encouraged to express their
opinions and develop critical thinking skills.
Stimulating independent thinking and
meaningful learning through:
A broad variety of content and literature topics
Comprehensive treatment of grammar and functions
Continuous opportunities for project work
A full English-English glossary with translation

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book
Reader
Multi-ROM

Teacher’s Guide
Class CD

Crossover Higher Online
Step into a virtual learning environment for students and teachers
•

Interact with your students and monitor their progress online

•

Digital Books on interactive whiteboards

•

Additional interactive activities

•

Downloadable resources for international exam practice (Cambridge FCE exam)

•

Digitalized Teacher’s Guide and Workbook Teacher’s Edition

•

App for online and offline use

Delivered through
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(See page 12)

MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL

Engaging and authentic texts
allow students to observe and
reflect on language in context.

The Reading page promotes while and after reading
techniques that are directly related to the informative
and authentic texts in the Reader and help to develop
reading skills.

Language Focus activities
encourage students to deduce
and practice a particular
language point present
in the Reader.

Vocabulary activities help
reinforce new vocabulary
from the unit.
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5 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • A1+−B2

American
On Course
John Clark, Liz Archer, Dave Green

Develops key language skills
and encourages both high- and
low-achieving students to become
more responsible for their own learning.
The series develops communication
skills and provides learners with a broad
understanding of different cultures, lifestyles,
and perspectives. Teamwork is an important
feature, and students are invited to exchange
ideas, solve problems, and plan project work
together.
American On Course challenges students within
a supportive framework that includes:
Continuous recycling and regular checkpoints
Comprehensive treatment of grammar
A focus on communication
Perspectives that broaden teenage life
Skills development for international exams preparation

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book
Practice Book
Multi–ROM

Teacher’s Guide
Class CD

American On Course Online
•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards at every level

Also available in Split Edition
SPLIT EDITION LEVELS
American On Course A1+ Split Edition A

•

Test Generator

•

Downloadable grammar worksheets

American On Course A1+ Split Edition B
American On Course A2 Split Edition A
American On Course A2 Split Edition B
American On Course B1 Split Edition A

Delivered through

(See page 13)

American On Course B1 Split Edition B
American On Course B1+ Split Edition A
American On Course B1+ Split Edition B
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MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL
Reading or listening text at the beginning
of each lesson provides context, present
language, and helps students understand
learning objectives.
Communicative
activities with a
teenage perspective.

Grammar points are
clearly presented and
explained thoughout.

There is regular
emphasis
on speaking
and everyday
communication.

Highly-structured
approach to language
practice, skills development,
and everyday English.
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6 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH • A1-B2

i-World

Michael Downie, David Gray, Ivor Williams

With i-World, there are opportunities
on every page for teenage learners
to express their ideas, apply their
experience, and explore the world
around them.
The series promotes critical thinking skills
through meaningful communication activities
and interactive tasks. A state-of-the-art learning
platform helps the learning experience to go
further with a blended approach that develops
students’ 21st century skills.
The series provides all the tools needed for blended
learning, including:
Multiple entry points, structured for a variety
of learning timetables
A broad variety of authentic content and topics
A functional grammar syllabus
A focus on project work and cooperative learning
Links to the World Book Online encyclopedia
and other digital resources

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book
e-Reader
e-Worksite

Teacher’s Guide
Class CD

i-World Online

Also available in Split Edition

•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards

•

Interactive activities for practice and consolidation

i-World A1 Split Edition A. NEW!

•

Downloadable resources for international exam 		
preparation

i-World A1+ Split Edition A

Videos, weblinks, and tasks on World Book Online

i-World A2 Split Edition B

•

SPLIT EDITION LEVELS
i-World A1 Split Edition B. NEW!
i-World A1+ Split Edition B
i-World A2 Split Edition A
i-World B1 Split Edition A
i-World B1 Split Edition B

Delivered through

(See page 13)

i-World B1+ Split Edition A
i-World B1+ Split Edition B
i-World B2 Split Edition A
i-World B2 Split Edition B
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MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL

Language points in context encourage
students to work out patterns and rules.

3 Sports

Value Teamwork All for one and one for all

1

Mark ( ) the characterist ics of a good team player.
I t ry to dominate.
I am cooperat ive.
I am interested in the team’s progress.
I don’t listen to other people’s opinions.
I always do my best.
I think I am always righ t !

2 Choose the characterist ics that describe you. Compare
your answers wi th a partner’s.

The Olympics:
Ancient and Modern
What do you know about the
Olympic Games? When did
they begin? What events take
place? Read on to find out
more...

The First Olympic
Games
The first Olympic Games
occurred 2,700 years ago at
Olympia in Greece. After that,
there were games every four
years. However, after the Romans
conquered Greece, the Roman
emperor Theodosius stopped
the games in AD 394. The games
did not start again for almost
2,000 years.
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Olympic Ceremonies and
Symbols
One of the most exciting moments of
the opening ceremony is the lighting
of the Olympic flame. The flame has a
special meaning. It symbolizes peace.
A girl lights the flame first in Olympia,
Greece, before it travels to the host
country and different runners carry
it to the Olympic stadium. It burns
during the games and is put out at the
closing ceremony.

The Modern Games
The modern games started in
Athens, Greece, in 1896. The
organizers wanted to promote
world peace and cooperation
between nations. They also
wanted to encourage young
people to play sports more.
As well as track and field, the
games included swimming,
tennis, and cycling. The first
opening ceremony was in London
in 1908 and was a great event.
Athletes from around the world
marched into the stadium and
raised the Olympic flag, trumpets
played, and cannons fired.

The Olympic Symbol
The Olympic symbol consists of five
interlocking rings. The rings represent
Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe,
and the Americas. The six colors—
including the white background—
combine to represent all of the world's
nations. The Olympic symbol appears
on the Olympic flag.

Speaking activities
help students to
personalize the topic.
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Authentic texts provide the
context to develop listening skills.
Vocabulary activities recycle and
reinforce key words and expressions.
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2 Write the years the events happened.
a. Sally was born.
b. She won a Youth Olympic gold medal.

a. play:

c. She won her first surfing competition.

c. go:

d. She became Australasian Pro Junior Champion.

2 Add more sports to each list.
e. She won her first World Tour event.
Speaking

E

x

treme!

The show for
rts fans
extreme spo

Do you ever go skateboarding?
Do you ever. . .?

2

3

tennis
climbing
karate

2 If the answer to a question in activity 1 is yes, ask
for more information.
Where…? When…? Who with?
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Name:
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Nationality:
Free-time activities:
Age:
Sport:

Activities give students real
purpose for written communication.

1

skateboarding

iced wanted
surfed not
d learned
started love
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ck your ans
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sentences.
pairs. Listen
2 Work in
words in new
e using the
Then practic

A Sports Survey

1 Ask your classmates about the sports they
participate in. Write their names in the columns and
add your own sport.

1 Listen
in the tab

/t/

A Sports Star

1 Read the biography and complete Sally’s profile.

b. do:

te the words
ces and wri
to the senten
l sounds.
to their fina
le according

/d/

Reading

hang gliding baseball basketball
tennis karate soccer climbing
judo surfing canoeing golf

Final -ed

Pro nun ciat ion

Play, Do, Go

1 Write the names of the sports next to the
corresponding verbs.
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Surf's Up!
Sally Fitzgibbons is an Australian surfer.
She was born in Nowra, Australia,
on December 12, 1990. She went to
Kiama High School. She was not just a
surfer. She was good at many sports.
She did track and field and ran cross
country. In 2007 she won a gold medal
at the Australian Youth Olympic Festival
in the 800 m and 1500 m races. She
also played a lot of soccer.
Sally soon realized that these sports
were not for her. Her real passion was
surfing and she spent most of her free
time practicing the sport. There were
good places near her town that didn’t
get too busy, and she often went there.
As a surfer, she had her first success at
the age of fourteen, when she won her
first competition. However, she didn’t
stop there. She broke more records as
a teenager. She became the Australasian
Pro Junior Champion in 2007 and
2008. On April 23, 2011, when she
was twenty-one, Sally won her first
World Tour event.
When she is not on tour, Sally likes to
hang out with friends, surf (of course),
and play the guitar. Sally learned to play
at school, but doesn’t have much time
nowadays as she is preparing for her
next world tour.
Good luck, Sally!

Unit 3
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Become a Digital Citizen with

i-World provides blended learning
with a variety of digital resources
available on a fully-integrated learning
management system.

Online Reader with interactive activities
introduces the topic of each unit.

Online Worksite offers interactive
activities for language practice and
skills development.

Each unit in i-World also includes:
• A cultural reading that examines the topic
from a new angle, focusing attention on
authentic global issues and situations.

• A project that enables students to work
together on a topic-related project that
develops their technology skills.
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• Writing pages that provide a model,
scaffolded activities, and tips for students
to practice and develop writing skills in a
range of genres.

• International exam practice that reinforces
the language presented in each unit.

MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL

Links to external websites provide access to extra
information, digital activities, and project work.

Additional interactive activities and games
for language and skills development.

Videos model communicative situations.

All material on

is trackable.

The platform encourages interaction and discussion through use of blogs.
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Prep for Life
Kim Milne, Jeremy Edgar, Ivor Williams

The communicative course that prepares
students for higher education and work.
Prep for Life reviews what students have
previously learned and creates a solid foundation
for the next stage in their lives. The course
builds general knowledge so that students
communicate actively and productively. This is
achieved through activities related to different
fields of work that help them improve their
career prospects and use technological
resources effectively.
Provides everything students need, including:
Full coverage of the skills needed for effective
communication
A comprehensive approach to language functions
Collaborative and interactive use of technology
Development and practice of the four skills
Peer and self-evaluation

For Students at each level

For Teachers at each level

Student’s Book
Multi–ROM

Teacher’s Guide
Class CD

Prep for Life Online
•

Digital books for interactive whiteboards

•

Test Generator

•

Online Projects

Delivered through
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(See page 13)

MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL

Prep for Life encourages learning through
experience. Authentic texts give students the
opportunity to read, listen, and respond critically,
and to express and defend ideas and opinions.

Each unit is
organized into
three classes:
A, B, and C.

The A classes
present and practice
new language and
vocabulary in context.

The B classes focus on practicing new
language and developing reading,
listening, and speaking skills.

The C classes provide guided skills
development related to cultural
and cross-curricular themes.
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Language Arts
Celebrate with us our exclusive
distribution and partnership
with Zaner-Bloser.
Part of the Highlights family of companies, Zaner-Bloser
offers a wide range of solutions to help 21st century
students read, write, and develop life-long learning skills.
NEW

PRESCHOOL
Hickory Dickory Dock™ & Happily Ever After™

PAGE

ABC 123 Just For Me!™

PAGE

Arts readiness program with children’s literature at its heart.

The program that prepares young children for handwriting ahead of kindergarten.

60
64

PRIMARY
Strategies for Readers™

A comprehensive English language program solution for grades K−6, built on the
foundation of social-emotional learning.

PAGE

68

Strategies for Writers™

PAGE

Spelling Connections™

PAGE

Helping students succeed as effective writers in the 21st century.

72

Comprehensive instruction on American English word spelling for Grades K−8.

76

Word Wisdom™

PAGE

Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics

PAGE

A complete program to teach students new vocabulary and improve
comprehension.

Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics teaches students critical skills
for successful writing.

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting™

Focus on the foundational literacy skill that is proven to accelerate learning.

78

80

PAGE

82

Relevant Teacher Training (See pages 6 and 7)
• L2 Literacy
• CLIL: Bilingualism and Multilingualism
• Children as Language Learnes

• Teaching Preschool and Primary Children
• Assessment: Preschool and Primary
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Hickory Dickory
Dock™ & Happily
Ever After™
International Edition

A Readiness Program with
Children’s Literature at Its Heart
Hickory Dickory Dock™ & Happily Ever After™
are reading readiness programs designed to give
three- and four-year-old children the foundation
they need to be successful when they begin
formal reading instruction. Well-known, beautifully
illustrated nursery rhymes and selections of children’s
literature are the basis of the ten units in each
program.
Hickory Dickory Dock™ & Happily Ever After™ teach
a rich curriculum of early literacy skills, focusing
on four areas:
Oral language and vocabulary
Listening skills
Direction-following
Fine motor skills

Hickory Dickory Dock™ &
Happily Ever After™ Components
• Program Materials for the Student: Little Book or Storybook and
Activity Pages are combined in the Student Edition, with take-home
letters that provide an overview of concepts and skills taught in the unit
and give suggestions for activities related to children’s work at school.

• Program Materials for the Teacher: Provide everything the teacher
needs to run a class in one handy binder that includes Teacher’s
Guides, Blackline Masters, and instructional CDs. In addition, materials
consist of Big Books, group Activity and Concept Boards, Letter and
Number Cards, Tactile Letter and Number Cards* and Color Squares.
*The Number Cards are only included in Hickory Dickory Dock.
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Hickory Dickory Dock™ & Happily Ever After™ teach a
rich curriculum of early literacy skills through a highly
motivating, multimodal approach. They include beautifully
illustrated rhymes and stories, lively discussions, a great
variety of hands-on activities, and clear instruction that
builds success step by step. The curriculum both delights
children and fosters confidence, as it systematically
develops the skills they need to learn how to read.

Hickory Dickory Dock™ & Happily Ever After™ include:
• Text structure and appreciation

• Recognition of colors and shapes

• Print and book awareness

• Instructional concepts and vocabulary, such
as left and right, top and bottom, long and
short, big and small

• Letter recognition and naming
• Auditory discrimination
• Phonological and phonemic awareness
• Listening and direction-following

• Oral language development
• Emergent writing through children’s dictation

• Fine motor skills: cutting, folding, gluing,
tracing, coloring, using a crayon or pencil
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Hickory Dickory
Dock™ & Happily
Ever After™
International Edition

Here’s why it works:
1.

Motivation is key to children’s
success.

2. Early reading skills are most

effectively taught when integrated
with the other language arts.

3. Explicit instruction supports
children at every step.

4. A multimodal approach
engages all children.

Hickory Dickory Dock™ is organized into
ten units of instruction. Each is built on a
selection of traditional nursery rhymes.
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Happily Ever After™ is organized into
ten units of instruction. Each is built
on a selection of children’s literature

Everything you need to ensure that your students live happily ever after!
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ABC 123 Just
For Me!™
The program that prepares
young children for
handwriting ahead of
kindergarten.
ABC 123 Just For Me!™ offers a
progressive approach for teaching
students letters and numerals.
Students are first taught basic
handwriting strokes and shapes.
These skills are then applied to
uppercase and lowercase letters,
using songs, stories, and group
worksheets that make learning
fun for young children.
There are more than 100 lessons, all presented in clear,
easy-to-understand language such as “pull down” and “slide right.”
The program covers the key skills children will need at kindergarten, including:
Handwriting skills

Letter recognition

Print awareness

Phonemic awareness

Fine motor skills

Gross motor skills

Spatial awareness

ABC 123 Just For Me!™ Components
• Activity Books: Contain a variety of age-appropriate prewriting,
alphabet, and numeral activities specifically designed to develop
fine motor skills, handwriting skills, and phonemic awareness.

• Teacher Guides: Provide instruction and tips for directing
whole- and small-group instruction and guided independent
practice of handwriting readiness skills. Include two CDs
to support learning..

• School Home Booklets: Provide blackline masters
for sixty-two handwriting practice booklets.
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Learners develop
their handwriting
skills with clear
instruction and
age-appropriate
activities.

Cute characters
appeal to young
learners’ sense of
play when they learn.

Fun activities help
young learners to
master pen control.

Teachers and parents
are given plenty of
ideas to support the
learning process.
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Strategies
for Readers™
and Strategies
for Writers™
International Editions

Two series designed together as a comprehensive
English language art program for grades K−6,
built on the foundation of social-emotional
learning.
The series provides guided instruction in reading
and writing across genres and in partnership with common
social-emotional themes.
Strategies is ideal for the bilingual classroom where English
instruction totals ten to fifteen hours per week. It is the perfect
choice for schools that are using a fragmented reading and
writing curricula but that are looking for a more consistent
and comprehensive solution. This is because the text genres
covered in Strategies for Writers™ guided the text selection
in the Strategies for Readers™ series.

Social-Emotional Learning
Learning is a social process: children learn in collaboration
with their peers and teachers, and with the support
of their families. Social-emotional learning (SEL) is based
on this understanding. It recognizes that supportive
relationships enhance challenging, engaging, and
meaningful learning, and that social-emotional skills
are critical to being a good student and citizen.
Strategies for Readers™ and Strategies for Writers™
present excellent opportunities for teachers to promote
both the literacy skills and the social awareness of their
students. By giving them the chance to think deeply
about what they are reading, and then allowing them
to put their thoughts into words, students are able to
produce profound and mature responses.
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Self-Management
Managing emotions
and behaviors to
achieve one’s goals

Social
Awareness
Showing
understanding
and empathy
for others

Self-Awareness
Recognizing one’s
emotions and values as
well as one’s strengths
and challenges

Social &
Emotional
Learning

Responsible
Decision-Making
Making ethical,
constructive choices
about personal
and social
behavior

Relationship
Skills
Forming positive
relationships, working in
teams, dealing effectively
with conflict

LANGUAGE ARTS

US Common Core State Standards:
Meeting the Requirements
According to the Common Core State Standards, writing
in the content areas is essential. Why? Writing is one of
the very best ways for students to comprehend and retain
content area knowledge. Writing in the content area is far
more cognitively demanding than worksheets and other
activities that require only the recognition of the correct
answers. Strategies for Writers™ gives students ample
opportunity to do this.
At the same time, Strategies for Readers™ fulfils the
requirement that students must read widely and deeply
from a broad range of literary and informational texts.
Reading is one of the very best ways for students to
comprehend and retain content area knowledge and
build a foundation for further study, and the curriculum is
coherently structured to develop rich content knowledge
within and across grades.

As you will see, Strategies for Readers™
and Strategies for Writers™ provide a structured
approach to the teaching of reading and writing,
and are an essential tool for helping English
language learners develop and refine their
reading and writing skills.
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Strategies
for Readers™
International Edition

Reading instruction for the 21st century.
Strategies for Readers™ is a complete reading
program for grades K–6 that prepares all
students to be confident, proficient, and
effective 21st century readers. The anthologies
provide a guided reading framework and are
ideal for supporting and enriching writing
instruction.
Strategies for Readers™ is comprehensive,
easy to follow, and easy to use. The series
supports analysis and close reading of texts
through:
Differentiated instruction
Specific comprehension skills, word study,
and fluency activities
Concise lessons and instructions with daily
and weekly planners
Common Core State Standard correlations
and references

Strategies for Readers™ Components
• Student Editions: Contain an anthology of theme-based texts designed
to encourage close, purposeful reading.

• Reader’s Logs: Give students additional comprehension activities
and skills practice.

• Teacher Editions: Provide daily and weekly planners and give
tips and instructions for running each class, with additional ideas
for group projects.

• Reader’s Logs Teacher Editions: Reader’s Log with answers.
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The content of Strategies for Readers™ has been developed
around five powerful themes:
Identity Awareness

Family, Friends, and Community

Perspective Taking

Social Awareness

Conflict Resolution
A Unit Opener introduces
the theme.

Discussion questions
to explore the topic
of each text.

Connection to
real life activities
that encourage
collaboration.
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Strategies
for Readers™
International Edition

Strategies for Readers™ leveled reading program fits into any reading framework
and provides the scaffolded support students need to advance their reading
levels and meet the rigor of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS).
Increasingly complex texts expand
reading range and quality.

Close, purposeful reading
helps students find evidence
to support their thinking and
deepen their comprehension.

Continuous focus on word
relationships and meanings
aids vocabulary expansion.

Additional comprehension
and skills practice in the
Reader’s Log.

With Strategies for Readers™, students will demonstrate
skills corresponding to anchor standards in four areas:
Key ideas and details
Craft and structure
Integration of knowledge and ideas
Range of reading and level of text complexity
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Reading and learning with digital media allows students to develop
strategies for how to navigate what’s new while equipping them
to be flexible, purposeful, and effective. We all need to remember that
we come to these moments for learning with a great deal of expertise
in knowing what it means to be a reader. We aren’t starting over. We
are just thinking in newer, more open ways.

Sold
separately
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www.udpg line at
lobal.com
or see you
r UDP Sale
s
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t about
group rate
s.

Strategies for Readers
Student’s Digital Pack* offers:
• Student Edition in e-book format with audio support for grades K to 2
• Graphic Organizers to help comprehend the main ideas, relationships,
and concepts of a text.
• Interactive activities for extra vocabulary and word study practice
for each text.
• Interactive activities for differentiated instruction reinforce or extend
learning.

As lead-readers in our classrooms, teachers must also model thinking,
selection processes, and uses of print and digital tools that help us do
new and better things.

Strategies for Readers
Teacher’s Digital Pack* offers:
• Student and Teacher Editions in e-book format with audio support
for grades K to 2
• Teacher’s e-handbook for digital pack with suggestions for when
and how to use the digital resources
• Theme videos to help introduce the context of each unit
• Customizable presentations to help reinforce comprehension skills
• Downloadable glossary
• Oral Assessment handbook and rubrics.
• Teacher routine cards for small groups instruction
• Podcasts and screencasts with relevant professional development
content
• School/home connection letters to keep the parents up to date
on their children learning (Available in English and Spanish.)
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Strategies
for Writers™
International Edition

Getting your students ready to succeed
as effective writers.
Today’s standards put a new emphasis on
writing to ensure that students are ready for
the rigors of college and the expectations of
today’s workplace. Strategies for Writers™
is a flexible writing resource for the next
generation of students.
Strategies for Writers™ provides instruction that
incorporates genre-specific characteristics of the
six traits of writing for every step of the writing
process. It includes:
Differentiated instruction
Analysis of writing models
Grammar and conventions of standard
written English
Daily and weekly planners
Common Core State Standard correlations
and references

Strategies for Writers™
Components
• Student Editions: Follow a 5-step writing process to help students produce
examples of narrative, informative/explanatory, and opinion or argument
writing.

• Writer’s Journals: Give students additional writing practice related to the text
types seen in the Student Editions.

• Teacher Editions: Provide daily and weekly planners and give tips and
instructions for running grade-level appropriate classes.

• Writer’s Journals Teacher Editions: Writer’s Journal with answers.
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Each unit starts with an
introduction from the
student’s writing partner.

Use genre-specific
rubrics to analize
model texts
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Strategies
for Writers™
International Edition

Strategies for Writers™ provides ample writing practice for a
range of tasks, purposes, and audiences. The leveled program
ensures students will meet the requirements of the Common
Core State Standards (CCSS).
Maximize success with student-friendly, self-guided
writing instruction, presented in flexible lessons.
Build students’
confidence through
explicit instruction,
modeling, and
practice for each
of the writing
text types.

Students practice their writing
skills independently using
the Writer’s Journal.
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Skilled writers now work with more than putting pen to paper. They
now write across modes and media, leveraging digital tools wherever
purposeful. Learning and writing with digital media allows teachers
and students to learn together.

Strategies for Writers
Student’s Digital Pack* offers:

Sold
separately
Availab

le on
www.udpg line at
lobal.com
or see you
r UDP Sale
s
Consultan
t about
group rate
s.

• Student Edition in e-book format with audio support for grades K to 2.
• Graphic Organizers to help plan and organize ideas in the prewriting stage.
• Interactive activities for extra practice in grammar and mechanics specific
for each text type.
• Interactive grammar games for extension and consolidation.
• Digital proofreading activities which help train students to become better
writers.
• Additional prompts for each text type allow students to publish online
and share work within the class virtual learning environment.

As much as we still inhabit our roles as lead-writers in our classrooms,
teachers must also model thinking, selection processes, and uses of print
and digital tools that help us do new and better things.

Strategies for Writers
Teacher’s Digital Pack* offers:
• Student and Teacher Editions in e-book format with audio support
for grades K to 2.
• Teacher’s e-handbook for digital pack with suggestions for when
and how to use the digital resources.
• Customizable presentations, videos and downloadable posters to help to
introduce and reinforce the writing process, text types or traits of writing.
• Downloadable optional revising lessons, differentiated instruction
activities and grammar worksheets.
• Podcasts and screencasts with relevant professional
development content.
• School/home connection letters to keep the parents
up to date on their children learning (Available in English
and Spanish.)
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Spelling
Connections™
Comprehensive instruction on American
English word spelling for Grades K–8.
Based on more than 30 years of research,
Spelling Connections™ teaches students
spelling through meaningful practice activities,
technology, and word sorting. Each level
contains 36 week-long units designed to take
around 15 minutes per day.
The course provides everything teachers need,
including:
Activities that make connections to thinking,
phonics, vocabulary, reading, and writing
A range of diagnostic, formative, and summative
assessments to monitor progress

Spelling Connections™ Components
• Student Editions: Allow students to practice spelling through meaningful activities,
technology, and word sorting.

• Teacher Editions: Include flexible 3- to 5-day lesson plans with clear instructions.
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Meaningful instruction and practice,
including differentiated word sorts to
promote higher-level skill development
in thinking, phonics and vocabulary,
reading, and writing.

A page per day over five days:
everything you need to deliver effective
instruction without the need for
extensive planning and prep work.
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Word Wisdom™
A complete program to teach students
new vocabulary and improve
comprehension.
Word Wisdom™ helps students to take
ownership of their English vocabulary
and learn more than 300 words each year.
The series enables learners to unlock the
meaning of new words in context, process
new words through activities that reinforce
meaning, and use this vocabulary through
activities that access higher thinking skills.
The course is highly structured and is organized into:
30-word units at each level
Units divided into three steps: Unlock, Process,
and Apply
Final sections in each unit which focus on review
and assessment

Word Wisdom™ Components
• Student Editions: Provide lessons for an entire year to help
students unlock, process, and apply over 300 new items of
vocabulary.

• Teacher Editions: Include weekly and daily instructional planners,
student learning objectives, blackline masters for assessment,
and teaching tips.
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With Word Wisdom™ students will:
Discover the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases,
use context clues, analyze meaningful word parts, and consult reference materials
Demonstrate understanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings
Acquire and use general academic and domain-specific words and phrases for
listening, speaking, reading, and writing
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GRADES 2–8 • AMERICAN ENGLISH

Grammar, Usage,
and Mechanics
Teaches students critical skills for
successful writing.
The program offers a flexible format and many
ways to engage students in learning basic
building blocks of the English language. Each
level contains five units with ten two-page lessons
per unit.
The course provides a foundation for writing skills
development:
Units focus on sentence structure, parts of speech,
usage, grammar, and mechanics
Lessons provide examples, information, practice,
application, and reinforcement of each skill
Instruction takes around fifteen minutes per day

Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics
Components
• Student Editions: Include review and extra practice pages, proofreading
activities, tests in standardized test formats, and a convenient Grammar,
Usage, and Mechanics Handbook.

• Teacher Editions: Provide detailed instruction, assessment
plans, speaking activities, and strategies to help learners
develop their English.
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LANGUAGE ARTS

Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics is flexible,
and the uncomplicated five-part lesson
structure makes it easy to integrate into a
variety of classroom settings with self-guided
instruction and practice.

Use the course to:
•

Supplement a traditional basal reading program
with intensive grammar instruction and practice.

•

Incorporate systematic grammar, usage, and mechanics
into a writing workshop approach.

•

Provide targeted support to struggling learners
in language centers.

•

Give students extra practice to prepare for high-stakes
assessments.
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GRADES K–8 • 9 LEVELS • AMERICAN ENGLISH

Zaner-Bloser
Handwriting™
Focus on the foundational literacy
skill that is proven to accelerate
learning.
Zaner-Bloser Handwriting™ makes it
easy to deliver high-quality English
handwriting instruction for primary and
intermediate elementary learners. The
program revolves around research that
shows how handwriting instruction and
handwriting skills improve students’
overall literacy development and can
lead to higher academic achievement.
The course helps teachers and students
to focus on:
Letter formation
Handwriting speed and output
Writing fluency

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting™ Components
• Student Editions: Include perforated sheets that can be sent home for practice
with clear instructions for parent support.

• Teacher Editions: Include lessons divided into a 3-step plan—Model, Practice,
Evaluate—with clear instructions and ideas to increase learning, particularly
for English language learners.
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LANGUAGE ARTS

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting™ uses academic language and modeling
to teach handwriting, a foundational literacy skill
Delivered in a consistent, ongoing manner, handwriting instruction
is proven to impact brain development and is a critical component
of overall literacy development
The program integrates with any language arts curriculum to fully
support reading and writing instruction
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Reference
Language advice for students
and additional online resources
to complement classroom work.
UDP Reference materials mean students can take
control of their learning and develop new research
skills—ideal supplementary material for primary,
secondary, and high school.

My World Learner’s Dictionary

My World Learner’s Dictionary helps primary and secondary
students check essential vocabulary in key content areas.

World Book

A premium website containing age-appropriate resources
to complement your teaching activities in the classroom,
as well as developing students’ research skills.
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ENGLISH–SPANISH/ESPAÑOL-INGLÉS • AMERICAN ENGLISH

My World
Learner’s
Dictionary
My World Learner’s Dictionary helps
primary and secondary students check
essential vocabulary in key content areas.
All definitions are supported with examples to
help learners understand meaning and word
usage. Additional information and a full Grammar
Summary help learners to avoid common errors
and misunderstandings. A Conversation Guide
provides real-life examples of how words
are used and includes advice on developing
communication skills.
My World Learner’s Dictionary takes learners straight
to the words and definitions they need, with:
Key vocabulary for different content areas
60 pages of illustrations that contextualize
CLIL-related vocabulary
The most frequent or useful words clearly indicated
Words defined in clear, simple English with Spanish
translations for all main meanings

My World Learner’s
Dictionary Online
Students using My World Learner’s
Dictionary can also find additional
resources online, including all the lexical
entries, examples of American and British
English pronunciation, and extra activities
that reinforce their English language
learning.
Includes more than 400 interactive activities,
as well as charts for project work and practice
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REFERENCE

Thematic vocabulary
illustrated in context

Notes to resolve doubts

Translations of
words into Spanish

Parts of speech

Examples of
words in context

Grammar Reference
for language learners
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ENGLISH–SPANISH/ESPAÑOL-INGLÉS • AMERICAN ENGLISH

World Book
World Book Online is a premium educational
website containing age-appropriate resources
to complement your teaching activities in the
classroom, as well as developing students’
research skills outside the classroom in a safe,
controlled environment.

These
ts
produc t
are no !
for sale

Free access to users of selected titles
World Book Online is organized into specific resource
sections for students at primary, secondary, and high
school levels.
Primary

World Book Kids
World Book Kids offers simple navigation,
easy-to-read articles, rich media, and hundreds
of interactive games, activities, and teaching
materials to engage different learning styles.
Key features:
World of Animals
Compare Places
Hands-on science projects
Important People
Interactive Earth

Secondary

World Book Student
This comprehensive site includes a collection of
content, features, and tools specifically developed
to make online knowledge accessible and easy to
integrate into lesson planning.
Key features:
High-interest content that engages secondary
students
Correlated to United States provincial
standards in support of instructional goals
A collection of research tools—including an
individual research account and a “How to do
research” feature—to develop critical information
literacy skills
Ideal for use with interactive whiteboards
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High School

World Book Discover
A collection of reference content—English
text-to-speech capabilities, learning and life
skills activities, research and translation tools,
multimedia, and interactive videos—to engage
older students with curriculum-related topics.
Key features:
Easy-to-read articles on topics of interest
to middle and high school students
A well-organized interface, easy-to-understand
content, and useful activities
Timeline and citation builders engage users
and help develop research skills
Individual accounts allow students to save
and annotate their research
Life skills section helps users navigate financial,
health, housing, and employment issues
World Book Explains video series featuring
experts answering students’
questions on high-interest topics

Customer Service Center

CIAC

CENTRO INTEGRAL DE
ATENCIÓN A CLIENTES

Tel.: (01 55) 10878484
clientes@ediciones-sm.com.mx

184487

Southeast Area Office
Av. San Francisco 834, Col. San Baltazar
Campeche, C.P. 72550, Puebla, Pue.
Tel.: 01 (222) 264 0720 / 264 3078
Lada sin costo: 01 800 822 5344
smpuebla@ediciones-sm.com.mx
Provides services to the following states:
Campeche, Chiapas, Oaxaca, Puebla,
Quintana Roo, Tabasco, Tlaxcala, Veracruz
y Yucatán

Pacific Area Office
Emilio Castelar 88, Col. Arcos Vallarta
C.P. 44130, Guadalajara, Jal.
Tel.: 01 (33) 3615 1161 / 1319 / 1713
Lada sin costo: 01 800 557 1777
smguadalajara@ediciones-sm.com.mx
Provides services to the following states:
Baja California, Baja California Sur,
Colima, Jalisco, Michoacán, Nayarit,
Sinaloa y Sonora

North Area Office
Av. Paseos de Churubusco 344, Cumbres
1er Sector, C.P. 64610, Monterrey, N. L.
Tel.: 01 (81) 8387 5642 / 52
Lada sin costo: 01 800 504 1564
smmonterrey@ediciones-sm.com.mx
Provides services to the following states:
Chihuahua, Coahuila, Durango, Nuevo León
y Tamaulipas

Metropolitan Area Office
Magdalena 211, Col. Del Valle
C.P. 03100, Ciudad de México
Tel.: 01 (55) 1087 8400 Ext. 3430
Lada sin costo: 01 800 200 8400
Ext. 3430
Provides services to the following states:
Ciudad de México, Estado de México,
Guerrero, Hidalgo y Morelos

Bajío Area Office
Topógrafos 133, Col. Panorama
C.P. 37160, León, Gto.
Tel.: 01 (477) 211 4685 / 86
Lada sin costo: 01 800 087 8790
smleon@ediciones-sm.com.mx
Provides services to the following states:
Aguascalientes, Guanajuato, Michoacán,
Querétaro, San Luis Potosí y Zacatecas
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